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FLOATING ELECTRONICS
WEIGHT PLATE SET FOR XRAY
T4'20/'21 (BRASS)
Cena brutto 193,05 zł

Cena netto 156,96 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Numer katalogowy RCM-FEPT4

Kod producenta RCM-FEPT4

Opis produktu
Introducing our brand new Floating Electronics Weight Plate Set for the XRAY T4'20/'21! 

Put your weight where it's needed most, to get your car up to he minimum weight and balanced! The set includes a carbon
shim which floats it 0.5mm off the chassis from near to the centre of the car, meaning the plate itself has minimal to no
impact on the flex of the chassis. On top of the plate, we have 10g of brass weight to secure it in place. The plate attaches to
the often unused antenna mount hole. If you still want to use this antenna mount, you can use an extra long screw through
the lower weight, and thread the antenna mount on-top.

The plate itself is 1mm thick and weighs in at 12g. The set coming in at 22g is a brilliant way to meet the limit, balance your
car and have no impact on the flex characteristics of the chassis at the same time! 

Another added bonus, is you can change chassis or clean your car, and simply remove your RX, Transponder and Fan simply
by undoing one screw! No more annoying double sided tape. Simply tape your electronics to the plate, set and forget! 

If you are after more weight for your car, we have a 1.5mm option plate available weighing in at 20g which can either replace
the 1mm plate to bring the overall weight up to 30g, or added to the 1mm plate to make a total of 2.5mm, bringing it all the
way up to 42g!  

The set comes packaged in a high quality black magnetic lid box with RC MAKER logo on a clear front window, ensuring the
plate is kept in perfect condition in transit. 

Weights:

Standard Kit: 22g
Standard Kit with 1mm Plate replaced with Option 1.5mm Plate: 30g
Standard Kit with 1.5mm Plate added on top of the standard 1mm Plate: 42g

 

Kit Includes: 

1x 1mm Weight Plate (12g)
2x 3mm Brass Screw on Weights 
1x 0.5mm Floating Plate Shim
1x M3x5 Countersunk Stainless Screw
1x M2.5x5 Countersunk Steel Screw
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